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NoetherNoether



Noether theoremNoether theorem
 Lagrangian

 Continuous symmetry

 Conserved charge:

 All ‘charges’ of particles and antiparticles are opposite. 

N   l ll  l b  h   l Neutron is electrically neutral but has its antiparticle.

 Photon has no antiparticle.



ElectrodynamicsElectrodynamics
 Coulomb force              Electric potential 

 Magnetic force 









RelativisticRelativistic
 Four-vector:

Quantum mechanics field theory 

 Invariant under 



Dirac equationDirac equation
 Fermions like electron (matter fields)



Dirac matricesDirac matrices



U(1) gauge theoryU(1) gauge theory

 Field strength 

 Invariant under

 Noether current:      



Massless photonMassless photon
 The gauge boson is absolutely massless:

 The electric force is long range: 



Strong interactionStrong interaction
 symmetry

 Each quark comes in 3 colors.

 Quarks are in fundamental representation of

 Gluons are in adjoint representations of 

 There are 8 gluons 





SU(n) Yang Mills theorySU(n) Yang-Mills theory

 Invariant under



Gauging recipeGauging recipe





Running of couplingRunning of coupling
 Gluon is also massless but….

 Dependence of coupling on energy

 QED coupling:

 l QCD coupling:

First order approximation



Distinct RegimesDistinct Regimes
 Confinement

 DIS= Deep inelastic scattering (free parton)

An energy scale in massless theory!



Low energy schemeLow energy scheme
 Hadrons are all color singlets:

 Yukawa interaction: 

Short range: Range given by inverse of mass pion.



3 colors?3 colors?
 spin 3/2 baryon



IdentificationIdentification

Parton                                                     Quarks









Late 19th century historyLate 19th century history



 Strong interaction:

 Weak interaction:                              





ED counterpart



Discovery of parity violationDiscovery of parity violation



In weak interaction

• P is violated.

• C is violated.

• T is violated.

• CP?     

• T?   

• CPT is anyway conserved!



Weak interaction and CPWeak interaction and CP

Mass eigenstates Flavour (weak) eigenstates

CP is violatedCP is violated



Establishing CP violationEstablishing CP violation

CP eigenstatesCP eigenstates



Mass eigenstatesMass eigenstates



From weak to electroweakFrom weak to electroweak

Introduction of 



New problemNew problem



SU(2) Yang Mills SU(2) Yang-Mills 

W is massless

Short range?!





Higgs mechanismHiggs mechanism



Higgs potentialHiggs potential



Gauge bosonsGauge bosons

Photon remains massless



Matter fieldsMatter fields



















Fermion massesFermion masses



Accidental symmetries of SMAccidental symmetries of SM
 Lepton number   U(1)

 Baryon number U(1)

 B-L

 Global Gauge 



GUTsGUTs



SU(5)           SO(10)

Proton decay!y



Horizontal symmetryHorizontal symmetry
 Predicting neutrino parameters

 Permutation symmetry

 A4 symmetry

 ….



SummarySummary
 Symmetries helped to establish SM of particles

 Symmetries are guidelines for new physics beyond SM.


